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Low-Frequency Vibrational Dynamics and Structure of Hydrogen at Megabar Pressures
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Low-frequency rotational and lattice-phonon spectra of solid H2 have been measured to 162 GPa at 77
to 295 K. Rotational bands broaden continuously up to and through the 150-GPa phase transition, with

no sign of orientational transitions. The optical phonon, identified at low pressures as the transverse-
optical mode of the hexagonal-close-packed structure, persists into the high-pressure phase, which indi-

cates the underlying lattice remains hexagonal to these pressures. The measurements are consistent with

the 150-GPa transition being largely electronic in origin and associated with metallization.

PACS numbers: 67.80.Cx, 62.50.+p

Knowledge of the structural and dynamical properties
of solid molecular hydrogen at very high densities is cru-
cial for detailing its eventual transition to high-pressure
metallic forms. ' As a result of developments in

diamond-anvil cell techniques, static pressures above 200
GPa have been reached on hydrogen samples. By use
of Raman spectroscopy, we have discovered major low-

temperature phase transitions in hydrogen and deuteri-
um beginning at 150 GPa. The transition is character-
ized by a large discontinuity of approximately 100 cm
in the frequency of the intramolecular stretching mode
(vibron). We have also observed large changes in optical
properties at visible wavelengths in the solid at pressures
above 200 GPa; this result suggests that metallization
may occur in the molecular solid at lower pressures by
closure of an indirect gap, perhaps at the 150-GPa tran-
sition. In addition to the possibility of band overlap,
order-disorder transitions are expected in this pressure
range, and this rotational ordering may be coupled to
structural transitions. Ordering may occur as a first-
order crystallographic phase change such as the hcp to
Pa3 transition observed in high-(J= 1)-content solids at
low temperatures and pressures (&1 GPa). Alterna-
tively, the ordering may proceed continuously or discon-
tinuously without lattice reconstruction. In the very-
high-pressure metallic-molecular phase, it is not known
if the molecules are freely rotating or aligned, and the
rotational state of the molecules is expected to have a
significant effect on the pressure of the insulator-metal
transition. In addition, theoretical calculations indicate
that there is an important crystal-structure dependence
of electronic properties: Significantly different metalli-
zation pressures are predicted for cubic and hexagonal
structures with different ordering schemes.

High-pressure diffraction studies have shown that hy-
drogen and deuterium remain in the hexagonal-close-
packed structure to at least 30 GPa. The extension of
such measurements to the ultrahigh pressure range
above —100 GPa is not yet feasible. As an alternative
to diffraction studies, structural constraints may be ob-
tained by measurements on the low-frequency rotational
and lattice-phonon states by Raman measurements
below 1000 cm '. Broadening of rotational bands has
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been used as an indication of the onset of phase transi-
tions. ' The measurement of the Raman-active lattice
modes (optical phonons) provide a more definitive probe
because, in general, these excitation s are structure
specific. Measurements of the E2g optical phonon of hcp
hydrogen at high pressure have been reported, but only

up to 23 GPa. '' Measurements at higher pressures are
difficult because of the very low scattering cross section
for this excitation. In the present study, we have extend-
ed measurements of both the low-frequency rotational
(librational) bands and the E2s optical phonon of solid
normal H2 to 162 GPa at 77 to 295 K. The results pro-
vide the first constraints on the crystal symmetry of hy-
drogen above 30 GPa, including its behavior in the
high-pressure phase above 150 GPa.

The present experiments were performed using high-
pressure Raman-scattering techniques similar to those
described previously. We used modified megabar
diamond-anvil cells' with single-bevel anvils with cen-
tral flats of 50-100 pm, and composite gaskets consisting
of T-301 stainless steel and rhenium. A 30-50-pm hole
was drilled to contain the sample. These samples were
considerably larger than those studied previously so
that the ~eaker lower-frequency Raman bands could be
measured. Pressures were determined with the ruby-
fluorescence technique. ' Raman spectra of hydrogen at
77 K in the low-frequency region as a function of pres-
sure to 158 GPa are shown in Fig. 1.

We first discuss the lower-pressure behavior. The two
lowest-frequency bands correlate with the Sp(0) (AJ
=2, J=0) and S ~ (0) (6J=2, J= 1) rotational transi-
tions in the normal solid (rotons in p-H2). At low densi-
ties the first is composed of three individual peaks that
arise from hM = + 1, + 2,0 transitions split by the crys-
tal field in the hcp solid. ' These bands are inhomogene-
ously broadened in the normal solid at 77 K but become
resolved at lower temperatures (decreasing ortho con-
tent). With increasing pressure the positions of the rota-
tional transitions change little but begin to broaden.
Above —50 GPa, the Sp(0) band evolves into a doublet
at 350 and 410 cm ' that persists up to the highest pres-
sures. The pressure dependences of the low-frequency
Raman bands are shown in Fig. 2, along with previous
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FIG. l. Representative Raman spectra of hydrogen as a
function of pressure at 77 K. The So(0) and Sl(0) rotational
bands are indicated. The asterisks identify the optical phonon
correlated with the transverse optical E2g mode. There is some
evidence for additional peaks, including a possible splitting of
the S ~ (0) band at higher pressures, but these have significantly
lower intensities (comparable to the noise level). The brackets
in the 45.4- and 63.1-GPa spectra indicate the region of mixing
of the E2g-phonon and rotational states.

results from much lower pressures. The weak pressure
shift of the So(0) agrees with previous results for p-H2,
however, the splitting of the component bands differ, a
detailed analysis of which will be presented elsewhere.

A striking change in the region of the Si(0) band is
observed beginning at -40 GPa. At higher pressure a
weaker but clearly resolved peak with a very large pres-
sure shift becomes apparent. To exclude the possibility
that this change is associated with a transformation
(e.g. , order-disorder) we examined the temperature de-
pendence of the spectrum between 77 and 295 K. We
found that the intensity variations were independent of
temperature. On the basis of the continuous change in

the spectrum at this pressure, we interpret this behavior
as arising from a hybridization of the strongly pressure-
dependent E2s phonon and the Si(0) rotational band
(J=3 level) at 40-60 GPa. This effect is directly analo-
gous to mixing of the E2g phonon with one of the J=2
rotons in p-H2 at 13 Gpa, as reported by Wijngaarden
and co-workers. '' The mixing may be represented by
rti

—= —,
' (rog+ rop) + —,

'
[(rites —rtip) +4Wi ] ', where

cog and mp are the unperturbed rotational and phonon
frequencies, and 8'] is a density-dependent interaction
energy. In the region of the avoided crossing (40-60
GPa), we find Wi =36(~ 8) cm ', which is sig-

FIG. 2. Pressure dependence of the low-frequency Raman
bands of hydrogen at 77 K. The low-pressure results were ob-
tained at 4 K (p-H2). The dotted line between 40 and 60 GPa
shows the frequencies of the unperturbed phonon and rotation-
al band frequencies. The pressure dependence of the rotational
band [correlated with S~(0) ] is not shown above 125 GPa be-
cause it broadens significantly. The pressure of the high-
pressure transition at 77 K is indicated by the vertical dashed
line.

nificantly higher than that obtained for the mixing of the
phonon with the J=2 roton [Wi =12(~2) cm ' (Ref.
11)] as a result of the larger crystal field at the higher
densities. From such an analysis we find a continuous
shift of the E2s band with pressure up to the 150-GPa
transition. The shift is consistent with previous measure-
ments carried out at low pressures by Thiery et al. ,

'

Berkhout and Silvera, ' and Wijngaarden and co-
workers, '' who documented the extremely large initial
pressure dependence of the E2g band.

The continuous shift and broadening of the rotational
bands and the persistence of the optical phonon above
100 GPa provide evidence that the normal solids do not
undergo any major structural transitions from hcp below
the vibron discontinuity of 150 GPa. The vibron itself
was also measured as a function of pressure and temper-
ature in these samples and found to shift continuously
with pressure over this range, consistent with previous
observations. ' These measurements indicate that any
discontinuities in the vibron frequency with pressure
must be less than 2 cm '. Hence, our results indicate
that the underlying structure of the molecular solid
remains hexagonal. This result is particularly significant
because most electronic structure calculations to date for
the high-density molecular solid have used an assumed
cubic structure (e.g. , Ref. 5). In contrast, calculations
by Barbee et al. and Raynor ' indicate that structures
based on a hexagonal-close-packed configuration are
significantly more stable than cubic forms (e.g. , Pa3
structure). Specifically, an hcp structure with the mole-
cules aligned parallel to the c axis is found to be most
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stable; Barbee et al. further proposed that the molecules
order continuously in this configuration with increasing
pressure. In this ordering scheme, there is no change in

space group (P63/mme), and only one F2g lattice mode
will appear. This is consistent with the present measure-
ments, although we cannot yet rule out other ordering
schemes or small distortions (e.g. , superlattices) of the
hcp structure. ' It may be of interest to note that the re-
cently described ordered molecular form ' was actually
predicted by Abrikosov' in 1954 to be the structure of
the molecular solid in this density range (i.e., prior to
molecular dissociation).

Recently, Lorenzana, Silvera, and Goettel ' carried
out a Raman study of hydrogen using a megabar
diamond-anvil cell. ' They have confirmed our observa-
tion of the 150-GPa vibron discontinuity in hydrogen
and have reported measurements of the temperature
dependence of the transition down to 5 K. Evidence
was also reported for a broken-symmetry transition in p-
H2 at 5 K on the basis of broadening and loss of the ro-
tational bands at 110 GPa. ' In contrast, we find that
the rotational bands (e.g. , lower-frequency doublet) in

the normal solid at 77 K persist through this pressure in-

terval. If their assignment proves correct, the results
suggest rather different behaviors between the pure para
and the normal solids at these temperatures prior to the
150-GPa transition. This result is somewhat surprising
in view of the fact that the 150-GPa transition appears
to have a weak dependence on temperature (ortho-para
state ) in this range. Unfortunately, the lattice vibra-
tions were not measured in their study, ' so the spectra
contain no information on the crystal structure of the
proposed ordered molecular phases of hydrogen above
and below the 150-GPa transition.

Our extended measurements of the low-frequency vi-

brational spectrum above 150 GPa (Figs. 1 and 2) are
useful for the understanding of the nature of this transi-
tion. Details of the Raman spectrum in the region of the
phonon and vibron at 147-162 GPa are presented in Fig.
3. Despite the pronounced discontinuity in the vibron,
the optical phonon remains essentially unchanged. The
result indicates that the transition can proceed with at
most minor changes in crystal structure. The pressure
dependence of the phonon appears to change abruptly at
the transition, possibly softening in the high-pressure
phase (Figs. 2 and 3). These observations are consistent
with a transition whose character is principally electron-
ic. We have shown on the basis of optical measurements
that band overlap may occur in the vicinity of the transi-
tion if the gap is indirect. ' Recent direct measure-
ments of near-infrared reflectivity and evidence for a
critical point in the low-temperature phase boundary
are consistent with this proposal and support assignment
of the transition to one associated with band-gap closure.

The evidence for rotational (or librational) excitations
that persist above 100 GPa is germane to the problem of
predicting accurately the pressure at which band overlap
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FIG. 3. Optical phonon and vibron spectra through the
phase transition at 77 K.

occurs. Anisotropic hexagonal structures, particularly
those in which the molecules are aligned parallel to the c
axis, ' provide a condition favorable for band overlap.
For example, static lattice calculations for this structure
based on the local-density approximation predict the
transition at 40 GPa, whereas in the Pa 3 structure the
transition is delayed to much higher pressures () 170
GPa). s 7 The proper treatment of large-amplitude (e.g. ,
rotational) motion within the hexagonal forms is likely to
be crucial for accurate theoretical description of both the
insulator-metal transition and properties of the molecu-
lar metallic phase. These results suggest that rotation-
al ordering may be coupled with metallization. Al-

though our measurements indicate that the rotational en-
velope initially remains unchanged on passing into the
high-pressure phase above 150 GPa (Fig. 1), the relative
intensities of the rotational bands vary with increasing
temperature. These changes appear to be distinct from
the vibron transition, however. Additional temperature-
dependent, low-frequency Raman bands (200-600
cm ') are observed at these pressures, but these
features have been identified as new stress-induced tran-
sitions in the diamond anvils and should not be mistaken
for hydrogen excitations. We do observe systematic
changes in the intensity of background signal from hy-
drogen samples above 160 GPa; similar results have been
reported previously and attributed to orientational order-
ing. ' The broadness of this signal suggests that it could
also arise from scattering by free carriers of hydrogen in

the metallic state, ' although further work is required
to confirrn this resu1t.
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